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Evernight- Claudia Gray 2009-10-06
Bianca wants to escape. She's been uprooted from her small hometown
and enrolled at Evernight Academy, an eerie Gothic boarding school
where the students are somehow too perfect: smart, sleek, and almost
predatory. Bianca knows she doesn't fit in. Then she meets Lucas. He's
not the "Evernight type" either, and he likes it that way. Lucas ignores
the rules, stands up to the snobs, and warns Bianca to be careful—even
when it comes to caring about him. "I couldn't stand it if they took it out
on you," he tells Bianca, "and eventually they would." But the connection
between Bianca and Lucas can't be denied. Bianca will risk anything to
be with Lucas, but dark secrets are fated to tear them apart . . . and to
make Bianca question everything she's ever believed.
Frozen - Melissa de la Cruz 2013-09-17
“As fearless as a futuristic Game of Thrones.”— MARGARET STOHL,
New York Times bestselling co-author of the Beautiful Creatures trilogy
From Melissa de la Cruz and Michael Johnston, the New York Times
bestselling authors of the Blue Bloods and Witches of East End series.
Welcome to New Vegas, a city once covered in bling, now blanketed in
ice. Like much of the destroyed planet, the place knows only one
temperature—freezing. But some things never change. The diamond in
the ice desert is still a 24-hour hedonistic playground and nothing keeps
the crowds away from the casino floors, never mind the rumors about
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sinister sorcery in its shadows. At the heart of this city is Natasha Kestal,
a young blackjack dealer looking for a way out. Like many, she's heard of
a mythical land simply called “the Blue.” They say it’s a paradise, where
the sun still shines and the waters are turquoise. More importantly, it’s a
place where Nat won’t be persecuted, even if her darkest secret comes
to light. But passage to the Blue is treacherous, if not impossible, and her
only shot is to bet on a ragtag crew of mercenaries led by a cocky runner
named Ryan Wesson there. Danger and deceit await on every corner,
even as Nat and Wes find themselves inexorably drawn to each other.
But can true love survive the lies? Fiery hearts collide in this fantastic
tale of the evil men do and the awesome power within us all. This is a
remarkable first book in a spellbinding new series about the dawn of a
new kind of magic.
Sun-kissed- Melissa de la Cruz 2012-12-11
Back for the third summer in the Hamptons, Mara, Eliza and Jaqcui are
determined to make it their best ever. Mara is living with Ryan Perry on
his parents yacht, Eliza has her dream job of working for a famous
fashion designer, and Jacqui is just ready for a relaxing summer before
heading off to NYU. Unfortunately for the girls, things don't go quite to
plan! Ryan turns out to be a world class slob, Eliza gets fired on her first
day, by a woman who seems entirely too close to Jeremy, and Jacqui
doesn't get into NYU. Can the girls find a way to keep their promise of it
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being the best summer of their lives?
Alex and Eliza - Melissa de la Cruz 2017-09-26
1777. Albany, New York. As battle cries of the American Revolution echo
in the distance, servants flutter about preparing for one of New York
society's biggest events: the Schuylers' grand ball. Descended from two
of the oldest and most distinguished bloodlines in New York, the
Schuylers are proud to be one of their fledgling country's founding
families, and even prouder still of their three daughters - Angelica, with
her razor-sharp wit; Peggy, with her dazzling looks, and Eliza, whose
beauty and charm rival those of both her sisters, though she'd rather be
aiding the colonists' cause than dressing up for some silly ball. Still, Eliza
can barely contain her excitement when she hears of the arrival of one
Alexander Hamilton, a mysterious, rakish young colonel and General
George Washington's right-hand man. Though Alex has arrived as the
bearer of bad news for the Schuylers, he can't believe his luck - as an
orphan, and a bastard one at that - to be in such esteemed company. And
when Alex and Eliza meet that fateful night, so begins an epic love story
that would forever change the course of American history.
Doña Esmeralda, Who Ate Everything
- Melissa de la Cruz 2022-07-26
A silly, laugh-out-loud read-aloud picture book debut from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz! Once upon a time, in the
middle of a group of seven thousand happy islands named after King
Philip of Spain, there lived a lady named Doña Esmeralda. She had a big
bouffant hairdo and was much smaller than you. And she was always
hungry... And so begins the wickedly hilarious tale of one very old, but
very stylish little lady who loves to eat, but can only find the ooey, gooey,
mushy, smelly leftovers of naughty children to nosh on. But what
happens when Doña Esmeralda finds out about all the tasty treats that
children do eat? Hold on to your hairdos as Esmeralda eats everything in
sight in a cumulative read-aloud inspired by stories from author Melissa
de la Cruz's childhood in the Philippines!
Blue Bloods: The Graphic Novel
- Melissa de la Cruz 2013-07-02
For this elite group of teenagers, New York is all about parties,
fashion...AND BLOOD. Schuyler Van Alen is a loner, and happy that way.
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But when she turns fifteen, her life dramatically changes. A mosaic of
blue veins appears on her arms, and she begins to have memories of
another time and place. When a classmate is found dead at a night club,
the mystery deepens. Most surprising of all, Jack Force, the hottest boy
in school, starts showing a sudden interest in her. Schuyler wants
answers, but is she prepared to learn the truth...especially when she
discovers her part in it? The sexy and secretive world of the Blue Bloods
comes to life in this stunning graphic novel adaptation of Book One in
Melissa de la Cruz's internationally best-selling series.
Wolf Pact - Melissa de la Cruz 2012-12-04
Part four of the hot new four-part eBook companion to Melissa de la
Cruz''''s Blue Bloods series! Lawson and Bliss team up at last to travel
back in time and right the wrongs of their past. But will they find Tala in
time? And will their bond for each other save them when they need it to
most?
Revelations- Melissa de la Cruz 2009-09-02
Have you ever wondered what secrets lurk behind the closed doors of
New York City's wealthiest families? They're powerful, they're famous...
they're undead. Schuyler Van Alen's blood legacy has just been called
into question—is the young vampire in fact a Blue Blood, or is it the
sinister Silver Blood that runs through her veins? As controversy swirls,
Schuyler is left stranded in the Force household, trapped under the same
roof as her cunning nemesis, Mimi Force, and her forbidden crush, Jack
Force. When one of the Gates of Hell is breached by Silver Bloods in Rio
de Janeiro, however, the Blue Bloods will need Schuyler on their side.
The stakes are high; the battle is bloody; and through it all, Carnavale
rages on. And in the end, one vampire's secret identity will be exposed in
a revelation that shocks everyone.
29 Dates - Melissa de la Cruz 2018-12-18
“A heartwarming, sparkling romantic comedy about what happens when
what your heart wants and what your parents want don't match…Melissa
de la Cruz enchants and delights in her usual style. Completely
unputdownable!” —Sandhya Menon, New York Times bestselling author
of When Dimple Met Rishi “A refreshingly modern love story, 29 Dates
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serves up a funny and heartfelt rom-com about finding love and figuring
out life on your own terms.” —Maurene Goo, author of I Believe in a
Thing Called Love and The Way You Make Me Feel How many dates will
it take to find The One? Ji-su’s traditional South Korean parents are
concerned by what they see as her lack of attention to her schoolwork
and her future. Working with Seoul’s premiere matchmaker to find the
right boyfriend is one step toward ensuring Ji-su’s success, and going on
the recommended dates is Ji-su’s compromise to please her parents while
finding space to figure out her own dreams. But when she flubs a test
then skips out on a date to spend time with friends, her fed-up parents
shock her by shipping her off to a private school in San Francisco. Where
she’ll have the opportunity to shine academically—and be set up on more
dates! Navigating her host family, her new city and school, and more
dates, Ji-su finds comfort in taking the photographs that populate her
ever-growing social media account. Soon attention from two very
different boys sends Ji-su into a tailspin of soul-searching. As her passion
for photography lights her on fire, does she even want to find The One?
And what if her One isn’t parent and matchmaker approved?
Blue Bloods Repackage: Revelations (a Blue Bloods Novel) Melissa de la Cruz 2022-07-12
Have you ever wondered what secrets lurk behind the closed doors of
New York City's wealthiest families? They're powerful, they're famous...
they're undead. Schuyler Van Alen's blood legacy has just been called
into question--is the young vampire in fact a Blue Blood, or is it the
sinister Silver Blood that runs through her veins? As controversy swirls,
Schuyler is left stranded in the Force household, trapped under the same
roof as her cunning nemesis, Mimi Force, and her forbidden crush, Jack
Force. When an ancient place of power is breached by Silver Bloods in
Rio de Janeiro, however, the Blue Bloods will need Schuyler on their side.
The stakes are high; the battle is bloody; and through it all, Schuyler is
torn between love and passion, duty and freedom. And in the end, one
vampire's secret identity will be exposed in a revelation that shocks
everyone.
All for One - Melissa de la Cruz 2019-04-09
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In this dazzling finale to the trilogy that began with the New York Times
bestselling Alex & Eliza: A Love Story, the curtain closes on the epic
romance of Alexander Hamilton and Elizabeth Schuyler 1785. New York,
New York. As a young nation begins to take shape, Alexander Hamilton
and Elizabeth Schuyler are on top of the world. They're the toast of the
town, keeping New York City buzzing with tales of their lavish parties, of
Eliza's legendary wit, and of Alex's brilliant legal mind. But new additions
to Alex & Eliza's little family mean change is afoot in the Hamilton
household. When they agree to take in an orphaned teenage girl along
with Eliza's oldest brother, John Schuyler, Eliza can't help but attempt a
match. It's not long before sparks start to fly . . . if only Eliza can keep
herself from interfering too much in the course of true love. After all, she
and Alex have an arrival of their own to plan for, though Alex's latest
case brings a perilous threat that may destroy everything. The sweeping
love story of Alexander Hamilton and Elizabeth Schuyler comes to a close
in All for One, the riveting final installment of the New York Times
bestselling Alex & Eliza trilogy.
Blue Bloods Repackage: Masquerade (a Blue Bloods Novel)
- Melissa de
la Cruz 2022-07-12
The thrilling sequel in Melissa de la Cruz's vampire mythology has all the
glamour, attitude, and vampire lore. Schuyler Van Alen wants an
explanation for the mysterious deaths of young Blue Bloods. Her search
brings her to Venice, Italy, in the hopes of finding the one person who
can help...her grandfather. But the search only makes things more
confusing. What secrets are the leaders of the Committee hiding?
Meanwhile, back in New York, preparations are feverishly underway for
the famous Four Hundred Ball, an exclusive gala hosted by the city's
wealthy, powerful, and unhuman--a true Blue Blood affair. But it's at the
after-party masquerade that the true danger lurks. Hidden behind the
masks is a revelation that will change the course of a young vampire's
destiny. Rich with glamour, attitude, and vampire lore, this second
installment in the Blue Bloods saga will leave readers thirsty for more.
Blue Bloods: After Life
- Melissa de la Cruz 2022-07-12
The Blue Bloods are back...more fanged and fabulous than ever. After
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defeating Lucifer and sacrificing the love of her life, Jack, Schuyler
wakes up back in New York safe and sound. Only it's not quite the New
York she knows, and she's not in her regular body. She looks different
and feels different and so does everyone else. Schuyler soon discovers
that in this world, her best friend has a different last name, her parents
are both alive and well and one of them is an entirely different person,
and the love of her life? Not so dead after all. The catch? Jack has no idea
who she is. As it turns out, Schuyler is not in her New York. She's not
even in her universe. This is an alternate reality. One where Lucifer is
alive and well and acting as mayor of New York, Blue Bloods are luring
humans to clinics to drain their blood, and Jack is Lucifer's right hand
man. Just when she thinks all is lost, Schuyler is contacted by a familiar
friend--the Silver Blood, Kingsley. The Kingsley from her world. He
actually remembers the Schuyler she used to be! But he also has a
theory, and it's one she doesn't like. That Schuyler was sent here to
defeat Lucifer. Again. And that she's the only person in this universe or
any universe that can defeat him.
The Birthday Girl
- Melissa de la Cruz 2020-07-28
In the thrilling, suspenseful new novel from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz, all of Ellie de Florent-Stinson’s
secrets come to light in one eventful evening full of twists, turns, and
surprises. Before she became a glamorous fashion designer, Ellie de
Florent-Stinson was a trailer-park teen about to turn sixteen. But a night
of birthday celebration doesn’t go exactly as planned and descends into a
night she’ll never be able to forget. Now, on the cusp of her fortieth
birthday, it appears Ellie has everything she ever wanted: a handsome
husband; an accomplished, college-age stepdaughter; a beautiful tenyear-old girl; adorable and rambunctious six-year-old twin boys; lush,
well-appointed homes in Los Angeles, Park City, and Palm Springs; a
thriving career; and a dazzling circle of friends. Except everything is not
quite as perfect as it looks on the outside—Ellie is keeping many secrets.
But hiding those skeletons has a cost, and it all comes to a head the night
of her fabulous birthday party in the desert—where everyone who
matters in her life shows up, invited or not. Old and new friends and
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frenemies, stepdaughters and business partners, ex-wives and exhusbands congregate, and the glittering facade of Ellie’s life begins to
crumble. Beautifully paced and full of surprises, The Birthday Girl is an
enthralling tale of a life lived in shadow and its unavoidable
consequences.
Wolf Pact - Melissa de la Cruz 2012-10-02
Part one of the hot new four-part eBook companion to Melissa de la
Cruz''''s Blue Bloods series! The ancient wolves were once proud
guardians of time. Now they are enslaved in the underworld, mere
extensions of Lucifer’s will. Lawson''''s pack managed to escape this fate
by fleeing aboveground. But when the hounds capture the girl Lawson
loves, he will risk everything — including his own brothers’ freedom — to
win her back. Meanwhile, Bliss Llewellyn is adjusting to humanity after
giving up her immortal vampire life. When her Aunt Jane is kidnapped by
the Hounds of Hell, Bliss vows to do whatever it takes to save her — even
if it means joining forces with the dangerously good-looking boy with a
wolf''''s soul and a too-intimate knowledge of Jane''''s captors.
Blue Bloods:- Melissa de la Cruz 2014-12-23
Blue Bloods: Within New York City's most elite families, there lurks a
secret society: its members are powerful, wealthy - and unhuman. They
are the Blue Bloods, an ancient group of vampires. Schuyler Van Alen
has never fit in at her prestigious New York City private school. She
prefers baggy, vintage clothes to Prada and pearls. But when she turns
fifteen, Schuyler's life changes dramatically: haunted by the death of a
classmate, she craves raw meat and finds herself the romantic interest of
Jack Force, the most popular boy in school. As one discovery leads to the
next, Schuyler finds herself drawn into the elusive social circle of the
Blue Bloods—and a mystery that threatens to destroy them all.
Masquerade: Schuyler wants an explanation for the mysterious deaths of
young vampires, and travels to Italy in the hope of finding the one man
who can help - her grandfather. Meanwhile, back in New York,
glamorous Blue Bloods prepare for the Four Hundred Ball - an exclusive
gala hosted by the city's powerful undead but it's at the after-party
masquerade that the real danger lurks. Hidden behind the masks is a
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revelation that will change the course of a young vampire's destiny.
Revelations: Schuyler's heritage is under scrutiny: is the young vampire
in fact a Blue Blood, or is the sinister Silver Blood coursing through her
veins? As controversy swirls, Schuyler is stranded in the Force
household, trapped with her nemesis, Mimi Force, and her forbidden
crush, Jack Force. But when an ancient center of power is threatened,
the Blue Bloods need Schuyler on their side. Romance, glamour, and
vampire lore collide in Melissa de la Cruz's best-selling Blue Bloods
series.
Misguided Angel (Blue Bloods, Book 5) - Melissa de la Cruz
2010-10-26
After inheriting the dark Van Alen Legacy, Schuyler fled to Florence-with her forbidden love, Jack. Now the two of them must embark on the
mission Schuyler was destined to complete: to find and protect the seven
gates that guard earth from Lucifer, lord of the Silverbloods. As the Blue
Blood enclave weakens yet further, fate leads Schuyler closer to a
terrifying crossroads--and a choice that will determine the destiny of all
vampires.
Lost in Time - Melissa de la Cruz 2011-09-27
The stakes have never been higher for the young Blue Bloods of
Manhattan. After their brief yet beautiful bonding ceremony in Italy,
Schuyler Van Alen and Jack Force depart for Egypt, desperate to find the
elusive Gate of Promise before Jack must face his twin, Mimi, for a blood
trial. A blood trial that only one of them can survive. But everything
Schuyler thought she knew about the gate turns out to be a lie, and they
soon find themselves ensnared in a deadly battle against the demonborn.
Bloody Valentine (A Blue Bloods Book) - Melissa de la Cruz
2010-12-28
The Blue Bloods have powers beyond human comprehension: strength
that defies logic, speed that cannot be captured on film, the ability to
shapeshift, and more. But in matters of the heart, no one, not even these
immortal vampires, has total control. In Bloody Valentine, a companion
novella to the best-selling Blue Bloods series, author Melissa de la Cruz
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delves deep into the love lives of the all-powerful vamps from New York’s
Upper East Side – Schuyler and Jack's passion for each other, Mimi and
Kingsley's tangled romantic history, and even a possible cure for Oliver’s
heartbreak in the form of a witchy new girl. /DIVDIV In both prose and
verse, Bloody Valentine reveals the undying love, the hope and
devastation, and the lust and longing that have defined the Blue Bloods
throughout history. Prepare to be swept off your feet.
The Gates of Paradise - Melissa de la Cruz 2013-01-15
Schuyler Van Alen is running out of time. The Dark Prince of Hell is
storming the Gates of Paradise, intent on winning the heavenly throne
for good. Will Bliss and the wolves she has recruited to join her win the
battle for the vampires? Is Schuyler prepared to make the ultimate
sacrifice? Love and vengeance, duty and and loyalty, life and death, are
all at odds in the gripping, heartbreaking finale of the Blue Bloods series.
The Queen's Secret - Melissa de la Cruz 2021-03-02
From #1 bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz comes the heart-pounding
follow-up to The Queen's Assassin, perfect for fans of Leigh Bardugo and
Holly Black. Lilac's birthright makes her the Queen of Renovia, and a
forced marriage made her the Queen of Montrice. But being a ruler does
not mean making the rules. For Lilac, taking the throne means giving up
the opportunity to be with love of her life, the kingdom's assassin,
Caledon Holt. Worse, Cal is forced to leave the castle when a horrific set
of magical attacks threatens Lilac's sovereignty. Now Cal and Lilac will
have to battle dark forces separately, even though being together is the
only thing that's ever saved them. In the riveting conclusion to Melissa
De La Cruz's fantasy duet, love and magic are at war, and victory rests
on a knife's edge.
The Ashley Project - Melissa de la Cruz 2014-06-03
Newly wealthy Lauren Page decides to infiltrate and destroy the Ashleys,
the group of girls who rule the seventh grade of their fancy Pacific
Heights preparatory school, in revenge for their former treatment of her.
Golden - Melissa de la Cruz 2016-04-05
The action-packed finale to the series Entertainment Weekly calls, "part
epic fantasy and part social commentary . . . addictive." Recast the spell.
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Light the flame. Make the world anew. With the ruins of New Kandy still
smoldering around them and Nat’s bond to her beloved drakon quickly
fraying, Nat and Wes are lost amid a sea of destruction—with Wes at
death’s door. Wes tried to save his sister, Eliza, and protect them from
her cruelty, only to see firsthand just how dark her power had become.
Desperate to escape the dangers lurking in New Kandy, Wes accepts
help from a mysterious voice calling out to him from the Blue, leading
Nat and his crew into even more perilous surroundings. They quickly
realize that their only chance for survival lies with Nat and the quest for
a new world to replace their broken one—but at what cost? In this epic
conclusion to the Heart of Dread trilogy, Nat and Wes must put their love
to the ultimate test in hopes of seeing their world reborn.
White Nights - Melissa De la Cruz 2017-11-15
In this next installment from beloved author, Melissa de la Cruz, the
Vampires of Manhattan series continues on at a breathless pace. Oliver
Hazard-Perry, once leader of the Coven, is now a broken man and enlists
the help of his friends Jack Force and Schuyler Van Alen to redeem
himself and search for his lost love, Finn Chase, who has disappeared
into the sophisticated streets of Stockholm. Meanwhile, back in the city,
venators Ara Scott and Edon Marrok's investigation into a surge of
Nephlim (those dangerous half-human, half demons) activity has come to
a dead end. As quickly as they arrived, the Nephilim have all
mysteriously disappeared from New York. Where did they go? And does
the answer lie in the hidden caverns and remote glaciers of the
Scandinavian peninsula? As the sun stretches summer days into white
nights, the loyal crew encounters its most devastating trial yet, one that
brings everything they believe into question and everything they love
into danger.This book is an un-edited first draft of the previously
unpublished sequel to Vampires of Manhattan. Proceeds from the sale of
this title will benefit the YALLWEST book festival and it's school outreach
programming, bringing books and authors to underserved schools.
The Isle of the Lost: The Graphic Novel - Melissa de la Cruz 2018-09-04
Book one in the #1 New York Times best-selling Descendants series--now
in the wickedly fun, action-packed graphic novel! Twenty years ago, all
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the evil villains were banished from the kingdom of Auradon to the Isle of
the Lost--a dark and dreary place protected by a force field that makes it
impossible for them to leave. Stripped of their magical powers, the
villains now live in total isolation, forgotten by the world. Mal learns from
her mother, Maleficent, that the key to true darkness, the Dragon's Eye,
is located inside her scepter in the forbidden fortress on the far side of
the island. The eye is cursed, and whoever retrieves it will be knocked
into a deep sleep for a thousand years. But Mal has a plan to capture it.
She'll just need a little help from her "friends." In their quest for the
Dragon's Eye, these four kids begin to realize that just because you come
from an evil family tree, being good ain't so bad.
Angels on Sunset Boulevard - Melissa de la Cruz 2008-06-16
Pay to get in, Pray to get out. Johnny Silver is the world's soon-to-be
biggest rock star, but on the eve of his debut concert in Los Angeles, he
mysteriously disappears, causing global pandemonium. His friend Taj
tries to discover the truth about his disappearance, which leads her to
TAP.com and its shadowy founder, Sutton Werner, who throws the
wildest parties in Bel-Air. TAP started out innocently enough, as a
website that dishes the dirt on the kids of Sunset Boulevard and beyond.
But it has become something more. Membership is a privilege with
responsibilities and consequences. At Sutton's parties, anything goes,
especially in the legendary backroom rituals nicknamed The Angels
Practice. Rumors abound of a special drink handed out at the parties that
tap into otherworldly sensations. One night Taj meets Nick, a Westside
preppie who doesn't buy into the TAP mayhem, especially since his kid
sister never came home from attending one of its blow-out bashes.
Slowly the two of them are drawn to TAP and to each other. But Taj just
might know more than she's letting on.... Are you ready for the darker
side of Tinsel-town's brightest lights?
Winds of Salem - Melissa de la Cruz 2013-08-13
The basis for the hit Lifetime TV series, Witches of East End! Freya
Beauchamp is trapped in 1692, in Salem of all places, with no
recollection of her past. A powerful enemy spell has sent her spiraling
away so that she is separated by centuries from her mother, Joanna, and
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sister, Ingrid. This is not good news for a twenty-first-century witch. Not
to mention the immediate threat she faces from the wealthy and
influential Putnam family. When little Annie Putnam is one of the first to
make accusations of witchcraft, her landowner father jumps at the
opportunity to consolidate his power and expand his holdings in Puritan
Salem Town. If Freya is caught using magic, she will be forced to relive
the witch trials, and this time, her immortality will be in question.
Meanwhile, twenty-first-century North Hampton has its own snares.
Joanna and Norm consult the Oracle for advice, and Freddie and his pixie
allies search for a missing totem that could reopen the passages of time
and help bring his sister home. When Ingrid bumps into an old flame, she
finds that her new love for Detective Matt Noble is in doubt. Moving
between past and present, with dizzying plot twists and page-turning
suspense, Winds of Salem is sure to bewitch fans old and new.
Keys to the Repository - Melissa De la Cruz 2010
Lavish parties. Passionate meetings in the night. Bone-chilling murders.
Exams. The day-to-day life of Schuyler Van Alen and her Blue Bloods
friends (and enemies) is never boring. But there's oh-so-much more to
know about the beautiful and powerful Blue Bloods. Below the streets of
Manhattan, within the walls of the Repository, lies a wealth of revealing
short stories, journal entries, and never-before-seen letters about the
vampire elite dating back through time. Won't you come inside?
Blue Bloods- Melissa De la Cruz 2010
They're Young, Fabulous and Fanged. . . And they rule Manhattan from
the trendy uptown clubs to the downtown boutiques. Fifteen-year-old
Schuyler Van Alen has never quite fit in at her exclusive prep school she's more of a vintage than a Versace girl - but all that's about to
change. . . Because Schuyler has just found out she's a Blue Blood. The
Blue Bloods are the city's glamorous - and secret - vampire elite. They're
young, beautiful and powerful. But now they're being murdered. And
Schuyler must find out who - or what - is behind it before she's next.
Stolen - Melissa De la Cruz 2014
Nat risked her life to reunite with her drakon in the defense of the Blue,
but Wes, seeking his sister Eliza, is forced to rejoin the military, placing
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him and Nat on opposite sides of a war that could destroy what is left of
the world.
Van Alen Legacy, The (Blue Bloods, Book 4) - Melissa de la Cruz
2009-10-07
Young, fabulous . . . and fanged. With the stunning revelation
surrounding Bliss's true identity comes the growing threat of the sinister
Silver Bloods. Once left to live the glamorous life in New York City, the
Blue Bloods now find themselves in an epic battle for survival. Not to
worry, love is still in the air for the young vampires of the Upper East
Side. Or is it?
Double Eclipse - Melissa de la Cruz 2016-11-08
The sultry sequel to Triple Moon from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Melissa de la Cruz Twin witches Mardi and Molly Overbrook are
back for another summer in North Hampton, and this year they’re
serious about two things: avoiding trouble and dedicating themselves to
rest and relaxation. Molly’s headed to Aunt Ingrid’s, while Mardi has
convinced their father, Troy—a.k.a. Thor, the god of thunder—to let her
crash with her boyfriend, Trent, who also happens to be Tyr, the god of
war. It’s a tangled web they weave, but that’s to be expected where gods
and goddesses are concerned. Their vacation’s just begun when an old
secret is revealed, leaving Molly and Mardi to question everything
they’ve ever known about their family. Then a hot new guy comes to
town and starts brewing even more trouble . . . and soon enough, the
twins are back to their old tricks. After an ancient prophecy comes to
light, Molly and Mardi notice some mysterious changes, changes that will
put their sisterhood to the ultimate test. East End’s shaping up to be
much more exciting than the girls were bargaining for, but what’s a
summer in the Hamptons without a little magic and mischief?
Masquerade - Melissa de la Cruz 2009-08-07
Schuyler Van Alen wants an explanation for the mysterious deaths of
young vampires. With her best friend, Oliver, Schuyler travels to Italy in
the hope of finding the one man who can help—her grandfather.
Meanwhile, back in New York, preparations are feverishly underway for
the Four Hundred Ball, an exclusive gala hosted by the city's wealthy,
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powerful, and unhuman—a true Blue Blood affair. But it's at the afterparty, a masquerade ball thrown by the cunning Mimi Force, that the
real danger lurks. Hidden behind the masks is a revelation that will
forever change the course of a young vampire's destiny.
Witches of East End - Melissa de la Cruz 2012-03-13
“Move over, zombies, vampires, and werewolves, and make way for
witches. Melissa de la Cruz, author of the best-selling Blue Bloods series,
ably sets the stage for a juicy new franchise.” —Entertainment Weekly
The three Beauchamp women—Joanna and her daughters, Freya and
Ingrid—live ordinary lives in mist-shrouded North Hampton, out on the
tip of Long Island. All three are harboring a centuries-old secret: They
are powerful witches forbidden to practice magic. But right before
Freya’s planned wedding to wealthy Bran Gardiner, a mysterious and
attractive man arrives in town and makes Freya question everything.
When a young woman turns up dead, it soon becomes clear to all three
that it’s time to dust off their wands and fight the dark forces working
against them. With a brand-new cast of characters, a fascinating and
fresh world to discover, and a few surprise appearances from some of the
Blue Blood fan favorites, this is a page-turning, deliciously fun, magical
read fraught with love affairs, witchcraft, mythology, and an
unforgettable battle between good and evil. “A bubbling cauldron of
mystery and romance.” —People “In her first novel for adults, the author
. . . lets her repressed sorceresses rip.” —The New York Times
Wolf Pact, The Complete Saga - Melissa de la Cruz 2013-01-15
All four parts of the new eBook companion to Melissa de la Cruz''s Blue
Bloods series in one place! The ancient wolves were once proud
guardians of time. Now they are enslaved in the underworld, mere
extensions of Lucifer’s will. Lawson''s pack managed to escape this fate
by fleeing aboveground. But when the hounds capture the girl Lawson
loves, he will risk everything — including his own brothers’ freedom — to
win her back. Meanwhile, Bliss Llewellyn is adjusting to humanity after
giving up her immortal vampire life. When her Aunt Jane is kidnapped by
the Hounds of Hell, Bliss vows to do whatever it takes to save her — even
if it means joining forces with the dangerously good-looking boy with a
blue-bloods-1-melissa-de-la-cruz

wolf''s soul and a too-intimate knowledge of Jane''s captors. Plus, enjoy
an excerpt from Gates of Paradise, the explosive finale to the Blue Bloods
series!
Wolf Pact - Melissa De la Cruz 2012
Lawson and his brothers escaped from the underworld and now lead
desperate, dangerous lives. They're pursued by the Hounds of Hell from
one town to the next, never calling any place home. But when the hounds
finally catch up with them and capture the girl Lawson loves, the hunters
become the hunted.
Vampires of Manhattan - Melissa de la Cruz 2014-09-09
From the bestselling author of Blue Bloods and Witches of East End
comes a new novel that explores the battle between good and evil, in the
city that never sleeps...VAMPIRES OF MANHATTAN: The New Blue
Bloods Coven You'll devour Melissa de la Cruz's hot new adult novel, in
which her Blue Bloods immortals have matured and are now exposed to
new challenges, new loves, new threats, and a haute, hot hipster
lifestyle. It is ten years after the great War with Lucifer, and the Coven
has rebuilt. Leader of the Fallen, Oliver Hazard-Perry, plans to celebrate
this prosperity by throwing a 400 Year Ball-and all Blue Blood society
will be there. And then, all hell breaks loose....
Return to the Isle of the Lost - Melissa de la Cruz 2016-05-24
There's no place like home. Especially if home is the infamous Isle of the
Lost. Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay haven't exactly turned their villainous
noses up at the comforts of Auradon after spending their childhoods
banished on the Isle. After all, meeting princes and starring on the
Tourney team aren't nearly as terrible as Mal and her friends once
thought they would be. But when they receive a mysterious invitation to
return to the Isle, Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay can't help feeling
comfortable in their old hood—and their old ways. Not everything is how
they left it, though, and when they discover a dark mystery at the Ise's
core, they'll have to combine all of their talents in order to save the
kingdom.
Witches of East End - Melissa de la Cruz 2011-06-21
From the author of the highly addictive and bestselling Blue Bloods
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fraught with love affairs, witchcraft, and an unforgettable battle between
good and evil.
Ring and the Crown, The (Extended Edition) - Melissa de la Cruz
2017-02-07
"The Crown" meets "Game of Thrones" in this dazzling tale of glamour,
enchantment, and betrayal, written by #1 New York Times bestselling
author, Melissa de la Cruz. Once, they were inseparable, just two little
girls playing games in a formidable castle. Now Princess Marie-Victoria,
heir to the mightiest empire in the world, and Aelwyn Myrddyn, a
bastard mage, face vastly different futures. As the annual London season
begins—a whirlwind of wealth and magic marked by lavish parties and
gorgeous girls vying for the attention of young royals—the talk of the
town is Ronan Astor, a social-climbing American with only her beauty to
recommend her. After falling for a handsome rogue on the voyage over,
she must balance her desire for love with her duty to save her family's
position. Meanwhile, Isabelle of Orleans finds herself cast aside by
Leopold, heir to the Prussian crown, in favor of a political marriage to
Marie-Victoria. Isabelle is bent on reclaiming what is hers, but Marie
doesn't even want Leopold—she lost her heart long ago to a boy she will
never be able to have. Desperate to escape a life without love, Marie
turns to Aelwyn, and the girls form a perilous plan that endangers the
fate of the monarchy. "Preening royalty, a touch of magic, and dramatic
betrayal. What's not to love?" — Teen Vogue "This character-driven novel
has fabulous balls, glitzy gowns, and plenty of drama and plot twists,
making it hard to put down." — School Library Journal

series, with almost 3 million copies sold, comes a new novel, Melissa de
la Cruz's first for adults, featuring a family of formidable and beguiling
witches. The three Beauchamp women-Joanna and her daughters Freya
and Ingrid-live in North Hampton, out on the tip of Long Island. Their
beautiful, mist-shrouded town seems almost stuck in time, and all three
women lead seemingly quiet, uneventful existences. But they are
harboring a mighty secret-they are powerful witches banned from using
their magic. Joanna can resurrect people from the dead and heal the
most serious of injuries. Ingrid, her bookish daughter, has the ability to
predict the future and weave knots that can solve anything from
infertility to infidelity. And finally, there's Freya, the wild child, who has
a charm or a potion that can cure most any heartache. For centuries, all
three women have been forced to suppress their abilities. But then
Freya, who is about to get married to the wealthy and mysterious Bran
Gardiner, finds that her increasingly complicated romantic life makes it
more difficult than ever to hide her secret. Soon Ingrid and Joanna
confront similar dilemmas, and the Beauchamp women realize they can
no longer conceal their true selves. They unearth their wands from the
attic, dust off their broomsticks, and begin casting spells on the
townspeople. It all seems like a bit of good-natured, innocent magic, but
then mysterious, violent attacks begin to plague the town. When a young
girl disappears over the Fourth of July weekend, they realize it's time to
uncover who and what dark forces are working against them. With a
brand-new cast of characters, a fascinating and fresh world to discover,
and a few surprise appearances from some of the Blue Blood fan
favorites, this is a page-turning, deliciously fun, magical summer read
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